EACR-ESOI Joint Virtual Conference on Imaging Cancer, 29-30 June 2021

An in-person EACR-ESOI joint conference on Imaging Cancer was originally planned
for 2020 and was then moved to 2021. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the in-person meeting has now been cancelled. The conference programme has been
converted to a virtual format, which will take place in June 2021. I’m pleased to let you
know that registrations are now live for this meeting!
Below you can find a promotional email for this virtual conference. You can find out all
about the conference at www.eacr.org/conference/imagingcancer2021.

Discounts are available to EACR members as well as Meeting Bursaries to support
participation for cancer researchers based in countries with a low or middle-income
economy. Each meeting bursary recipient will receive a full free registration, including
access to everything a paying participant would receive.
Abstract submission deadline: 11 May 2021
If you have any questions at all, please don’t hesitate to contact Claire claire.sullivan@eacr.org.

Join us for a meeting in a vitally important field!
Organised by the European Association for Cancer Research (EACR)
& European Society of Oncologic Imaging (ESOI)

Our ability to understand and treat cancer is critically dependent upon imaging. This
meeting will bring together imaging experts in both clinical and basic research arenas to present
their latest research and discuss how to integrate understanding across length scales, imaging
modalities, and cancer types.
Improved clinical imaging has the power to transform the detection and biologic characterisation
of early lesions and the identification of those patients with more advanced disease for tailoring
and monitoring personalised therapies.

Submit an Abstract

Register Now

Don't miss the deadlines!
•

Abstract submission deadline: 11 May 2021

•

Bursary application deadline: 25 May 2021

•

Registration deadline: 08 June 2021

Speakers
•

Frauke Alves Germany

•

Vasilis Ntziachristos Germany

•

Regina Beets-Tan Netherlands

•

Heinz-Peter
Schlemmer Germany

•

Jacky Goetz France
•

Julie Sutcliffe USA

•

Vicky Goh UK

Topics to be covered:
•

Visualizing early cancer in the tissue context

•

Revealing cancer heterogeneity across scales

•

Evaluating the extent and spread of disease

•

Predicting and monitoring response to treatment

CHECK OUT THE SCIENTIFIC
PROGRAMME

Got any questions?
Contact our Conference Officer
Claire Sullivan: claire.sullivan@eacr.org

